
Sex Trafficking Safety
Technology Security

communicating

 Remain calm and open

 Careful not to shame, remind them every 
 one makes mistakes, assure them you will  
 work through it together

 Be clear of “why” you are implementing  
 safety parameters
  -Help them understand the difference between “real 
  life” and “virtual life” friends.
  -Never offer identifying information such as sports  
  teams he plays for, name of pets, siblings.
  -Help them understand predators will often lie about  
  knowing the family or share some identifying  
  characteristic to gain trust
  -Do not discuss specific places that he will be or  
  things he will be participating in at a certain time, etc. 

  Listen and empathize

suggested guidelines
o  THE PARENT HAS THE PASSWORD 
AND ID FOR THE DEVICE (NOT THE 
CHILD)

o  CREATE A CONTRACT OR AGREEMENT 
WITH PHONES AND SOCIAL MEDIA

o  RESTRICT DEVICES 

-Parent knows when any app is added or deleted

-Parent downloads all apps to child’s phone

-Private accounts only (never share full name, 
address or number online)

-Curfew for when the phone is put up for the night and 
charged in parent’s room

-No technology in child’s room

-Consider parent monitoring apps 

-Restrict “friends” only to people that your child knows

-Require that you review each potential friend prior to 
acceptance

-Discuss appropriate and inappropriate topics for 
posts, language and pictures

-Take off location and geotagging from social media 
appsindications that a 

child may be communicating 
with someone dangerous

•Secret about online friends

•Suddenly talking a lot about a “new friend” that they do not 
know from school.

•New friend seems too similar to your child or your child cannot 
provide details about the friend (last name, teachers at school, 
siblings).

•Doesn’t want you to be in the room when they are talking with 
the new friend.

•Closes the computer, changes the window. or hides phone 
whenever you come in the room.

•Seems quiet, withdrawn, or uncomfortable after starting this 
“friendship.”

•Asks to be brought to meet up with the new friend but doesn’t 
want you to wait with him or meet the friend.

•Wants to be online in isolation, may seem withdrawn.

if a child receives inappropriate 
pictures or messages

1. DO NOT RESPOND
2. BLOCK ABUSER

3. SAVE INFORMATION
4. REPORT 

•Social Media-Go to the company’s website and look for 
“Community Guidelines” and find recommendation for 
blocking and check privacy settings.
•Texts- Report the number to your mobile provider, block the 
number or consider changing your number. Many carriers 
offer anti-bullying features for additional fee.
•Consider your Community-You may want to reach out to the 
school officials, teachers, coaches and law enforcement, 
counseling. 


